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Abstract

Western societies have become more polarized over the last decades which
forms a threat to their democracies. It is therefore important to understand
the detailed mechanisms behind this polarization in the framework of opinion
dynamics. Recent work has emphasized the role of the people’s interactions
with (mass) media in driving polarization, in particular through the forma-
tion of echo chambers. Here, we study how these echo chambers emerge from
the collective behavior of people within a social network in the presence of
media. For this, we use a new agent-based model of the election dynamics in
a two-party system. In this model, media are highly connected and influen-
tial nodes, which are randomly located in the network and have the role of
spreading external influence (e.g. information on the state of the economy)
throughout the population. The model, with properly tuned parameters can
reproduce the overall properties of US election results, together with the
representation of numerous details, such as the portion of non-voters. Echo
chambers emerge in this model through a media-preference feedback, when
voters preferentially surround themselves with media that have their polit-
ical opinion. In this way, the model provides valuable information on how
polarization arises through collective behavior of people and media.
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1. Polarization as emergent behaviour

The science of opinion dynamics, which addresses how people express,
share and change opinions, has gained increasing interest over the last decades.
It has important applications in governance and politics, in particular in elec-
tions at all levels, from local to national [1]. One of the interesting phenomena
in opinion dynamics is the appearance of ideological political polarization,
where groups of people have sharply divided opinions or beliefs [2]. Such
polarization has increased in the US and Europe since the 1970s. For exam-
ple, the overall share of Americans who express consistently conservative or
consistently liberal opinions has doubled (from 10% to 21%) over the period
1984-2014 [3].

Several explanations for this increased polarization have been proposed.
McCarthy et al. [4] suggest it is caused by big societal impacts due to inequal-
ity and immigration, or even globalization, and blame political institutions
for not handling such impacts adequately. Another potential cause is an
increasingly disjoint use of and trust in media, leading to echo chamber for-
mation. In the US, social media have been shown to influence political views
of voters [5], and Republicans and Democrats to access and trust different
media sources [6]. People are increasingly surrounding themselves with media
and other people that have a similar opinion to their own, thus causing the
formation of echo chambers [7, 8, 9]. Cinelli et al. [10] recently showed that
aggregation of users in homophilic clusters dominates online interactions on
Facebook and Twitter. In such echo chambers, the opinion, political leaning,
or belief of users about a topic gets reinforced due to repeated interactions
with peers or sources having similar tendencies and attitudes. For example,
it has been estimated that before the 2020 elections in the US, around 20%
of voters turned only to media sources of their own political view [6].

Large-scale surveys to obtain information on opinion formation [11, 5]
are obviously crucial to determine the precise mechanisms of polarization.
On the other hand, computational social science has also provided many
quantitative tools to study these mechanisms [1]. This field closely connects
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with the science of adaptive complex systems, which has gained much in-
terest from people in physics, computer science and mathematics. Galesic
and Stein [12] provide an overview of statistical physics based models of be-
lief dynamics and demonstrate that such models contain predictive value for
real-world situations.

While many models of opinion dynamics have been proposed, most of the
focus has been on the role of the social network and on the decision-making
processes [13, 14, 15, 16, 9, 12, 17]. Also, the co-evolution of the network
and the decision making was recently addressed [18] to study the effect of
link-recommendation algorithms on social media on echo-chamber formation.
In the current paper, we extend this class of models to include the explicit
external influence of media on the opinion formation of people. In this way,
the emergence of echo chambers and its influence on opinion formation can
be studied from the micro-scale interactions of people with each other and
with the media. We focus on a 2-party case as the simplest system where
polarization can occur and consider the presidential elections in the US as
our main example.

Methodology

The population

Presidential elections in the US occur quadrennially and indirectly, in
which citizens who are registered to vote in their own state cast ballots for
members of the Electoral College. Historically, since 1852, only two parties
have been in power, the Democrats and the Republicans. Thus the US can
be approximated as the simplest possible election system, i.e., a two-party
system, with parties here called “Blue” and “Red”.
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Figure 1: Sketch of voters (circles with thin edges) and media (circles with thick edges)
with different opinions (Sk) that interact with their neighbors. Voters influence each
other’s opinion (bi-directional arrows) while media influence voters but are not influenced
by them (unidirectional arrows).

The population is modelled as N nodes on a scale-free [19] network (see
Methods, section Appendix A). Nodes that are linked are referred to as
“neighbors” and can exchange opinions, as illustrated in Fig.1. There are two
types of nodes, i.e., voters and media 1, and the network structure remains
fixed throughout the simulation.

Each voter k has an opinion Sk ∈ {−1, 0, 1}, where −1 and 1 describe an
intention to vote for the Blue or Red party, respectively, while 0 describes an
intention not to vote. Initially, voters are randomly assigned an opinion such
that 1/3 of the NV voters consists of Blue voters, Red voters, and Nonvoters.
The initial average opinion < S >=

∑
k∈V Sk/NV is thus zero. Media (total

number NM) do not contribute to the vote. They have a far higher number of
connections and can influence more people than voters, but are not influenced
by their neighbors. Their opinion is a real number in the interval [−1, 1].

Updating the voting intention

Every day, 100 voters are randomly selected to update their opinion,
meaning that on average each voter will update his opinion every 100 days.
When selected, the voter will consult his neighbors nk, where the set nk can
include fellow voters and media. The neighbors’ average opinion is given by

1For linguistic consistency, we use the same pronoun for voters and media throughout,
randomly picked to be “he” for voters and “she” for media
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∑
l∈nk

WlSl(t)∑
l∈nk

Wl

, (1)

where Wl is the authority or weight of the node l. We use Wl = 0.1 for l ∈ V
(voters) and Wl = 1 for l ∈ M (media) This means that a voter gives 10
times as much weight to the opinion of a medium than to that of a fellow
voter.

A voter k switches opinion if the neighbor’s average opinion hk exceeds
certain thresholds (see Table E.2). The thresholds fluctuate slightly depend-
ing on the average opinion, favoring the party which currently has the mi-
nority. This stabilizing feedback is needed to keep the model from reaching a
state where one party has a persisting overwhelming majority (see Appendix
E). There is no direct observational support for this feedback process. How-
ever, at least in the US, it is obvious that both major parties have had similar
shares of supporters for decades, suggesting that some stabilizing processes
must be at work to prevent large persistent majorities.

Each simulation covers 320 years of 360 days; elections take place every
four years.

Media and the external influence on opinion

Different models in the literature described media as meta-nodes that can
reach different portions of populations [20, 21]. In our model, they are treated
as special nodes in the network that compete (with a different authority) with
the other neighbors in changing the opinion of a certain voter. Each medium
has her own prescribed interval of opinion which mimics the observation that
media can have political leanings. These intervals are randomly assigned
during initialization. Media are not influenced by voters but by external
factors, such as the economy, and different media react roughly in unison to
external influences, but fluctuate with their own amplitude around their own
long-term average opinion. These fluctuations are contained in heterogeneous
intervals randomly assigned at the beginning. For updating the media’s
opinion (see Methods, section Appendix D), we used the Fair equation [22]
(see Methods, section Appendix C). In this way, our model combines process-
focused agent-based modeling with empirical work on how external factors,
such as economic performance, influence elections.

In our default settings with N = 10, 000, each medium is connected
on average to 2, 000 voters, and there are 60 media. This is in line with
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observations [6] suggesting that on average, voters trust around 14 media
sources. As we show in the sensitivity analysis (Supplementary figures S3-
4), the chosen combination of the number of media, number of connections
per medium, and relative authority of media w.r.t. voters leads to realistic
fluctuations of the average opinion. A lower influence of media relative to
fellow voters (e.g. lower number of media or higher relative authority of
voters) leads to persistent majorities for one party, while a higher influence of
media causes the average opinion to fluctuate wildly with external influence.
Such a phase transition is common in similar models [19, 23, 24]. An extensive
analysis of the different regimes of the model is shown in the Supplementary
Material (Fig. S7).

Criteria for model validation

To tune the parameters in the model, we aimed to reproduce four main
features of US historical elections: The standard deviation of the average
opinion defined above, the average number of consecutive victories per party,
the number of nonvoters, and the fact that no party has gained a persistent
majority (absence of consensus).

Historical data from US presidential elections show that it is highly un-
likely to see a party’s share reach higher than 60%, as it only happened
in a few elections; the standard deviation of party shares is about 0.05.
The observed typical number of consecutive party victories in US presiden-
tial elections from 1948 is two [25], which might be influenced by the 22nd
amendment which stipulates that presidents may only serve 2 terms. As re-
gards the shares of voters and nonvoters, (34%) of the US population identify
as Independents, 33% identify as Democrats and 29% identify as Republi-
cans [7], though in actual presidential elections, the share of nonvoters has
been between 46% and 34% since 2000, so about 40% of nonvoters seems a
reasonable estimate.

Results

To demonstrate the effect of media selection on voter opinion and even-
tually on polarization, we consider two cases: a baseline case where voters
cannot switch their media, and a case where they prefer media they agree
with.
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Figure 2: The time series represent simulated monthly party voter shares during the last
election cycles of the simulation. The dots and error bars denote the mean and standard
deviation of the modeled voter shares of the Red and Blue party after spinup, as well
as the observed shares of the Republican and Democrat parties since 1948 (dark red and
dark blue). Below, are snapshots of the spatial distribution of voter opinions, namely the
initial condition, after 1000 months (roughly 21 elections), and the final state.

The baseline

From the initial state, the model first undergoes strong fluctuations in
the average opinion. It takes about 10 election cycles to reach a dynamic
equilibrium in which the statistical properties of the model do not change
anymore. The reason is that the initial, randomly assigned opinions of vot-
ers often don’t agree with their neighbors, leading to mutual persuasion and
frequent opinion switches. However, the agreement with neighboring voters
and media increases, reaching a statistical stationary state (see snapshots in
Fig. 2). We measure agreement among voter neighbors by determining the
fraction of voter-voter pairs who have the same opinion (“voter-voter cluster-
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ing, defined in Methods section Appendix B). Clustering must be compared
to the reference value, which would be obtained if the same number of Red
and Blue voters and nonvoters were randomly distributed over the network.
If actual clustering exceeds the reference value this indicates segregation.

Increased clustering diminishes the voters’ sensitivity to the external influ-
ence, because a voter who agrees well with his fellow voter neighbors receives
a strong signal from them, reducing the relative importance of the media
input. After spinup, the fluctuations of vote shares agree with the observed
amplitudes in shares of the US Republican and Democratic parties since 1948
(Fig. 2). The modeled average opinion shows an average number of consec-
utive mandates per party of around 2 (see supplementary figure S.2), which
fits observations [25]. This baseline is tuned such that we avoid consensus
and power-locking, achieve a realistic proportion of non-voters (about 40%),
and achieve a realistic standard deviation of opinion S (about 0.1). This
follows from the choice of reproducing the U.S. elections. Different scenarios
could be modeled by selecting different combinations of parameters, whose
role is extensively discussed in the Supplementary Material.

Preferential treatment of media

We next model the tendency to avoid listening to media with ideas dif-
ferent from one’s own. To this end, we introduce a feedback by which voters
can surround themselves with media that have a similar political opinion.
When a voter disagrees with a medium with whom he is connected, he can
drop her and instead adopt another medium (see Methods, section Appendix
F). The feedback is switched on only after 40 election cycles, i.e., after the
system reached statistical equilibrium.

As shown in Fig. 3, the media-selection feedback greatly reduces the fluc-
tuations in average opinion. This is consistent with a drop in the probability
to switch opinion between elections, from 15 to 6% (Table 1).

The reason is that voters can now break contact with media they disagree
with, thereby isolating themselves from deviating opinions and reinforcing
their current stance. The voter-voter clustering increases as well, because
the feedback makes it less likely that media induce voters to change their
opinion away from that of their voter neighbors.
Following previous studies in opinion dynamics [9, 10], we define the existence
of echo chambers by analyzing the distribution of the average opinion of
neighbors xN

i (see section Appendix B).
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Figure 3: Average opinion of the entire population in time for the baseline and feedback
cases. The feedback is activated after 40 elections i.e. around 2000 months and indicated
by the green dotted line.

Table 1: Main measures on the behavior of the model.

Quantity Baseline case Feedback case
1. Voter-Voter clustering CV 0.55(0.34) 0.63(0.34)
2. Probability to flip opinion P 0.15 0.06
3. Standard deviation of S 0.09 0.03

Main model properties (defined in the Methods) for the baseline and
feedback case. The values are averaged across the final 10 election cycles of

the simulation. In parenthesis is the “reference” value of CV (see main
text).

Similarly to [10], we find that voters with a non-neutral opinion tend to
have neighbors who on average support the same opinion (Fig. 4). For ex-
ample, a Blue voter has more Blue than Red neighbors, so collectively the
neighbors of a Blue voter (opinion= -1) have a negative average opinion. As
opposed to Cinelli, we have a distinct third group, namely non-voters, whose
neighbors typically have a collective average opinion near zero. This behavior
is observed both in the baseline and the feedback case, but in the latter, the
overlap between the three curves is reduced, consistent with stronger cluster-
ing and stronger segregation. The strong relationship between a voter’s opin-
ion and his neighbors’ opinion indicates the existence of distinct communities,
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(a) Baseline. (b) Feedback activated after 40 elections.

Figure 4: Histograms of the average opinion xi of the neighbors of a voter i for the baseline
(left) and feedback case (right). The blue (red, black) curve depicts the distribution of xi

for Blue voters (Red voters, nonvoters), i.e. a frequency of 180 for xi = 0.5 in the Blue
curve means that 180 Blue voters have neighbors with an average opinion of 0.5.

resembling observations in several real social media networks [10, 26, 27].
Based on this result, we conclude that the possibility of voters to choose

their favorite media sources on the basis of political agreement can lead
to increased segregation (opinion clustering) and polarization. A reduced
willingness to change political opinion appears due to the emergence of echo-
chambers.

Conclusion and discussion

Motivated by a study on media polarization [6], we studied the effects
of media preference on political polarization using an agent-based model of
opinion dynamics. This model captures many features as in previous studies,
such as a social network structure and a decision-making process [12], but its
new features are the presence of media nodes and the interactions between
voters and the media. In this way, we can also include the effect of external
influences, such as the state of the economy, on the decision-making process.
This structure makes it easily applicable to describe collective behavior under
a specific influence, not necessarily linked to the political aspect.

In the supplementary material (figures S2-S5), the sensitivity of the model
results to the relative influence of media and voters and to the thresholds for
opinion switching is investigated. With properly tuned parameters our model
can reproduce overall properties of US election results [28], in particular, the
standard deviation of the average opinion, the fraction of non-voters, the
typical number of consecutive mandates secured by a party, and the absence

10
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of consensus. Therefore we consider the model fit for purpose for carrying
out model experiments on the emergence of echo chambers [10] and political
polarization [2].

Already in the baseline case, where the media choice of voters is fixed and
opinion formation is mostly governed by the local interactions between vot-
ers and media outlets, the voter population tends to be more clustered than
based on a random distribution. When the media feedback is activated, vot-
ers tend to pick media that share their own political opinion, echo chambers
emerge (high voter-voter clustering), and the probability to switch opinion is
reduced by a factor of around 2. With an equilibrium state where on average
63% of any voter’s neighbors have the same opinion, the opinion distribution
shows the typical U-shaped distribution, the typical topology of a polarized
social network. This clearly shows that the media feedback leads to strong
polarization, in agreement with available results from field studies [6, 10].

The aim of this study was to extend an idealized well-understood frame-
work like the Ising model and generate a realistic emerging output, ready to
be used in more extended modeling frameworks. The resulting high complex-
ity of the model is the cause of the lack of analytical results at this moment
and is left for future work. Another potential research avenue is coupling our
model to other models, for example (agent-based) Integrated Assessment
Models (IAMs, [29]) used to investigate economic aspects of climate policy.
In such a coupled model, the election model could determine the intensity
of climate policy (assuming different parties favor different policies), and the
economic impact of climate policy. Climate-induced damages could then feed
back into voter’s decision by influencing economic performance in the Fair
equation (which currently is treated as a random external input).

Here we focused on a two-party system but this could be generalized
to a many-party spectrum, with more possible opinions such as ”far-blue,
moderate blue, center, moderate red, far-red” and different thresholds for
the interactions. Future (extended) versions of the model could help explain
behavior seen in field studies. For example, one could investigate whether
exposure to opposing views increases polarization [5] or not [30].
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Appendix A. Generation of the network

We start from an Ising-like opinion formation model [19] where the voter
population is described as a 2D network of N = L × L nodes. Each node
is identified by a coordinate (i, j) in the network that remains fixed and it
is connected to its neighbors by edges. In order to make connections more
heterogeneous, interpersonal interactions follow a hierarchical structure, with
two different levels. From the unconnected network, connections are first
formed over all the nodes until the connectivity cij is equal to the maximum
connectivity Cij or until the network is saturated. It is assumed that the
network of social connections is scale-free.

So-called first-level connections are created by iterating over all nodes
and their neighbors depending on the distance, by following the distance
probability rule given by

P (l) ∼ 1

1 + exp [(l − a)]/b
+ 0.001

L− 1

L
(A.1)

where l =
√
l21 + l22 is the distance between the nodes (i, j) and (m,n) =

(i, j) + (l1, l2) and l1, l2 are two independent random variables; the sign is
generated with probability 0.5.

The voter population is then divided into local groups of NG = LG ×
LG where a = LG and b = LG/4. Subsequently, after the formation of a
connection between two nodes (i, j) and (m,n), second level connections are
formed between (m,n) and all the nodes of (i, j), with probability pc. This
algorithm leads to a hierarchical structure of interactions [31]. The number of
edges to a node will be always in between the interval (cmin, cmax) in order to
have the desired degree distribution. The degree distribution of the network
has been chosen as scale free, where the probability of having c individuals
has the form P (C) ∼ cγ, with c ∈ (cmin, cmax) and γ = 3.

We considered a total number of nodes equal to N = 100×100 = 10, 000,
local groups of 20 elements, and (cmin, cmax) = (18, 54) for all the different
simulations. Each medium has a fixed interval [Smin, Smax] of opinion. One
third of the media will have Smin ∈ [−1, 0] and Smax ∈ [0, 0.5], one third with
Smin ∈ [−0.5, 0] and Smax ∈ [0, 1] and the final third with Smin ∈ [−1, 0] and
Smax ∈ [0, 1]. Opinions are initially randomly assigned within these intervals.
For more details about the topology of the network and sensitivity to the
parameters, please refer to [19].
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Appendix B. Relevant measures

In order to observe how polarization and echo chambers evolve, we ana-
lyzed four different measures:

• Average opinion defined as

S =
1

NV

∑

k∈V
Sk (B.1)

where NV is the total number of voters and Sk is their individual opin-
ion. It is used to describe how the collective opinion of the population
evolves.

• The voters’ Probability to change opinion when asked to update it is
defined as

P =
1

NV

1

T

∑

k∈voters

t0+T∑

t=t0

ptk, (B.2)

where the sampling interval is taken to be the interval between elections
T = 4 years, and ptk = 1 if the voter k has changed his opinion at time
t and zero otherwise. We used this quantity to describe the state of
polarization of a certain scenario. A low value indicates a small number
of changes in the opinions of the agents and therefore, can be associated
with a polarized population.

• Average opinion of neighbors,

xN
i =

1

ni

∑

j∈Ni

Sj, (B.3)

where xN
i is the average opinion of the neighbors j (with opinion Sj)

of the voter i. Ni represents the set of these neighbors and ni their
amount.

• Voter-voter opinion clustering,

cVi =
1

nV
i

∑

j∈NV
i

Cij, (B.4)
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where cVi is the voter-voter clustering of the voter i. N V
i represents the

set of the neighbors of i who are voters and nV
i their amount. Cij = 1

if Si = Sj and 0 otherwise. In the paper, we mention its average across

all voters CV = 1
NV

∑NV

i=1 c
V
i .

Appendix C. The Fair equation

The model consists of an equation [22], aimed at predicting the results of
the 1980 US elections starting from the state of the economy. This simple
model has been updated over the years and is based on four principles [32]:

• The incumbent elections are affected by the state of the economy

• Since voters prefer to change, parties in office for two or more consec-
utive terms have a disadvantage

• The Republican Party is slightly preferred more than the Democratic
one

• There is an advantage for incumbent presidents

This translates into the equation [33, 34]:

Vd = 48.06 + 0.673×G× I − 0.721× P × I + 0.792Z × I

+ 2.25 ×DPER− 3.76×DUR + 0.21× I + 3.25×WAR, (C.1)

where Vd is the democratic share of valid votes, G, P and Z are the real
economical indicators, DPER describes the benefit due to a candidate’s sec-
ond term and DUR the fact that people get tired of a party in power after
two consecutive terms. I = 1 if there is a Democratic presidential incumbent
at the time of the election and I = −1 if there is a Republican presidential
incumbent.

Appendix D. The external influence

In the original Fair model, the external influence is described as a set of
parameters in (Appendix C). Here the external influence acts through the
media, and we use Fair’s equation to model how media change their opinion.

14
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As opposed to Fair, we don’t add a bias term and ignore wars and DPER
since we do not have presidential candidates but only parties. Therefore, we
consider the DUR and the economic terms. Considering that the opinion of
a medium is between -1 and +1, all the parameters of the Fair equation have
been normalized by dividing them by a factor of 10.

The economic terms G,P , and Z are summarised into a single term E ∗ I
where E is a random number in [−0.22, 0.22] (note that the sum of the
weights of G,P , and Z is 0.22). I is -1 (+1) when the Blue (Red) party is in
power; this way, a good economic performance (> 0) favors the incumbent
party. Every week, the opinion of every medium k is updated according to

Sk ← Sk + I × E. (D.1)

The second term DUR represents the ”boredom” of people against the
ruling party. Analogously as in the Fair equation, DUR will be 0 if either
party has been in power for one term, 1(−1) if the Blue (Red) party has been
in power for two consecutive terms, ±1.25 for three consecutive terms, ±1.5
for four consecutive terms, and so on.

The update term is then

Sk ← Sk + 0.376×DUR. (D.2)

Thus, the scheme of external influence follows:

• Every day we sample a random value E from a normal distribution in
the interval [−0.22,+0.22] to the opinion of media

• After each election, add a new term depending on DUR.

Of course, every time a new term is added to a media’s opinion, the new
value has to be contained in the corresponding interval (Smin, Smax) defined
initially. If the new Sk results bigger (smaller) than Smax(Smin), then Sk =
Smax (Sk = Smin).

Appendix E. Transition thresholds

Each voter switches opinion if the neighbor’s average opinion hk exceeds
certain thresholds shown in Table E.2.
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from ↓ to → Blue Non-voter Red
Blue / +TB→N /
Non-voter −TN→B / +TN→R

Red / −TR→N /

Table E.2: Table on the transition thresholds of average opinion. Here the values Tk→l

describe the thresholds from the intention k to l. The baseline values of these thresholds
are T 0

R→N = T 0
B→N = 0 and T 0

N→R = T 0
N→B = 0.18.

As shown in section S4 of the supplementary material, the model requires
a stabilizing feedback to avoid ending up with a consensus (nearly all voters
support one party) or power lock-in (one party winning nearly all elections,
even without getting nearly all votes).

The stabilizing feedback works by making it harder to leave and easier to
join the party which is currently the minority and harder to join the current
majority party. For example, if S > 0 (Red party has the majority), then

T ∗
R→N = T 0

R→N ,

T ∗
B→N = T 0

B→N + α ∗ S,
T ∗
N→R = T 0

N→R + α ∗ S, (E.1)

T ∗
N→B = T 0

N→B − α ∗ S,
Tk = min(T ∗

k , 0.5),

Tk = max(T ∗
k , 0), k ∈ {R→ N,B → N,N → B,N → R}

For S < 0, we have

TB→N = T 0
B→N ,

TN→R = T 0
N→R + α ∗ S,

TR→N = T 0
R→N − α ∗ S (E.2)

TN→B = T 0
N→B − α ∗ S,

Tk = min(T ∗
k , 0.5),

Tk = max(T ∗
k , 0), k ∈ {R→ N,B → N,N → B,N → R}

The parameters were tuned such as to 1) avoid consensus and power-
locking, 2) achieve a realistic proportion of non-voters (about 40%), 3) achieve
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a realistic standard deviation of opinion S (about 0.1). Sensitivity studies are
performed in supplementary sections S2-S5. The resulting parameter values
are: T 0

R→N = T 0
B→N = 0, T 0

N→R = T 0
N→B = 0.18, and α = 0.5.

Appendix F. The media feedback

This feedback represents a voter who prefers to surround himself with
media having an opinion not too distant from his own. The strength of
this feedback mechanism is given by the parameter β ≤ 1. For clarity, the
algorithm for a blue-party voter is implemented as follows:

Algorithm 1 The media feedback

1: if k is a blue party voter, i.e. Sk = −1 then
2: for all media l currently connected to k do
3: Generate random number p in (0,1)
4: if Sl > 0 and p < β then
5: Find a medium m not yet connected to k
6: if Sm ≤ 0 then
7: Remove the edge between k and l
8: Create edge between k and m
9: end if

10: end if
11: end for
12: end if

The case of a red party voter (with Sk = 1) is analogous. For a non
voter, a medium will be removed if |Sm| > 0.1 and replaced with another one
in this neutral interval of opinion. The feedback is only activated after an
equilibration period of 40 elections.
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HIGHLIGHTS
{ We propose an agent-based model to analyze the role of media on election dynamics

in a two-party system.
{ The model, with properly tuned parameters can reproduce the overall properties of

US election results.
{ Echo chambers and polarization emerge through a media-preference feedback.
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